GÉANT’s pan-European **research and education network** interconnects Europe’s National Research and Education Networks (NRENs). Together we connect over **50 million users** at 10,000 institutions across Europe.

GÉANT’s pan-European network is funded by the GÉANT Project (GN4-2), which received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement 731122. Connectivity to the Eastern Partnership countries (AM, AZ, BY, GE, MD, UA) is provided through the EaPConnect project, with 95% funding from the European Commission DG NEAR under grant agreement 2015-356353. The map shows topology as at January 2018. The GN4-2 and EaPConnect partners are listed below.

*Connections between these countries are part of NORDUnet (the Nordic regional network)*
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